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Abstract 
 

In recent years, wearable sensor devices are reshaping the way people live, work, and play. A 

wearable sensor device is a computer that is subsumed into the personal space of the user, and 

is always on, and always accessible. Therefore, among the most salient aspects of a wearable 

sensor device should be a small form factor, long battery lifetime, and real-time characteristics. 

Thereby, sophisticated applications of a wearable sensor device use real-time operating 

systems to guarantee real-time deadlines. The deterministic multi-dimensional task scheduling 

algorithms are implemented on ARC (Actual Remote Control) with relatively limited 

hardware resources. ARC is a wearable wristwatch-type remote controller; it can also serve as 

a universal remote control, for various wearable sensor devices. In the proposed algorithms, 

there is no limit on the maximum number of task priorities, and the memory requirement can 

be dramatically reduced. Furthermore, regardless of the number of tasks, the complexity of the 

time and space of the proposed algorithms is O(1). A valuable contribution of this work is to 

guarantee real-time deadlines for wearable sensor devices. 
 

 
Keywords: Wearable sensor device, time determinism, task scheduling, real-time operating 
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1. Introduction 

Computation and communication systems have been rapidly moving toward wearable sensor 

devices. A wearable sensor device is a computer that is subsumed into the personal space of 

the user, controlled by the user, and has both operational and interactional constancy, i.e. it is 

always on, and always accessible [1]-[4]. It is a wearable sensor device that is always with the 

user, and into which the user can always enter commands and execute a set of such entered 

commands, and in which the user can do so while walking around, or engaging in other 

activities. Therefore, among the most salient aspects of wearable sensor devices should be a 

small form factor and real-time characteristics. 

Consequently, to solve the problems of hardware constraints and to support real-time 

characteristics, wearable sensor devices must use small-sized real-time operating systems 

(RTOSs). RTOSs are designed for wearable sensor devices with relatively limited hardware 

resources [5]-[10]. 

The RTOSs must ensure that all real-time tasks completed by their deadlines, and that no 

low-priority execution or communication activities are able to block higher-priority tasks for 

an extended period. The real-time scheduler and task management service should guarantee 

real-time deadlines. The task scheduler’s overhead (t) is the time consumed by the execution 

of the scheduler code, whenever some task blocks and unblocks. When a running task block, 

the RTOS must update some data structures, to identify the task as being blocked, and then 

pick a new task for execution. The overheads associated with these two steps are the blocking 

overhead tb, and the selection overhead ts, respectively. Similarly, when a blocked task 

unblocks, the RTOS must again update some internal data structures, incurring the unblocking 

overhead tu. The RTOS must also pick a task to execute (since the newly-unblocked task may 

have higher priority than the previously-executing one), so that selection overhead is incurred, 

as well. The typical implementation for most commercial RTOSs is to have a queue of ready 

tasks sorted by task priority. Tasks are blocked and unblocked, by changing one variable in the 

appropriate task control block (TCB). All blocked and unblocked tasks are in a single queue, 

sorted by priority, with the highest-priority task first. A single pointer highestP points to the 

highest-priority ready task, so ts is O(1), because highestP is the task that should execute next. 

To block a task, one variable is updated in the TCB (i.e. tb = O(1)), and then highestP is set to 

point to the next task in the ready queue (i.e. ts = O(1)). However, to unblock a task, the 

scheduler parses down the queue, till it finds the appropriate place for the task in the sorted 

queue. Algorithms for the sorting queue are a linear search, binary search, selection sort, etc. 

The simplest way is the linear search. The linear search is why tu takes O(n) time, where n is 

the number of tasks. This means that the worst-case scheduling overhead, called time 

complexity, increases, as n increases. It has a significantly bad impact on the performance of a 

real-time kernel, since worst-case overheads should be taken into account, so as to guarantee 

real-time deadlines. 

The C/OS real-time kernel [11], [12] suggested a deterministic scheduler, using novel data 

structures. Its task scheduler’s overhead, t, is constant, irrespective of the number of tasks 

created in an application. Since C/OS was originally targeted for an 8-bit microcontroller, it 

can handle only up to 64 tasks, each with a unique priority. However, considering the fact that 

applications are becoming increasingly sophisticated and processing power is increasing, this 

restriction on the maximum number of tasks (i.e. priority) is becoming rapidly unacceptable, 

in many applications of wearable sensor devices. 
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This paper proposes deterministic multi-dimensional task scheduling algorithms, to 

determine the highest-priority task. The task scheduling time of the 4-bit multi-dimensional 

task scheduling algorithm for an ARC wearable sensor device is constant. The complexity of 

the time and space of the proposed algorithms is O(1). 

In Section 2 describes the task scheduler of operating systems for wearable sensor devices, 

the deterministic task scheduler of C/OS, and a 2-dimensional task scheduling algorithm. 

Section 3 describes the multi-dimensional task scheduling algorithm, and a 4-bit 

multi-dimensional task scheduling algorithm for an ARC. The analysis of the proposed task 

scheduling algorithms is described in Section 4. This paper concludes with Section 5. 

2. Related Work 

2.1 Task scheduler of operating systems for wearable sensor devices 

Wearable sensor devices are usually built with inexpensive, battery-powered devices that have 

limited residual energy, computation, memory and communication capacities. Despite the 

relatively low computing power of the microcontrollers, the controllers should be able to 

perform complex tasks since applications become more sophisticated. To manage this 

complexity, it is becoming more and more desirable to use operating systems in wearable 

sensor devices [13]. 

There are some RTOSs which can be adopted in wearable sensor devices. TinyOS [14] is a 

well-known operating system. The component based and event-driven execution model of 

TinyOS enables fine-grained power management and allows some scheduling flexibility. 

MANTIS [15] is a thread-based embedded operating system. It enables wearable sensor nodes 

to natively interleave complex tasks with time-sensitive task. The finely interleaved 

concurrency of multi-threading is useful in wearable sensor devices to prevent one long-lived 

task of blocking the execution of a second time-sensitive task. Nano-Qplus [16] is a 

multi-threaded, lightweight, and low-power sensor network operating system integrated with a 

general-purpose single-board hardware platform. It uses the notion of task to describe a piece 

of code that needs to be executed. Usually, there are several task activities at the same time and 

a task scheduler decides the run order.  

Tak and Kim [17] propose a task scheduling scheme which attempts to guarantee the 

deadlines of time-bounded tasks and provide time-unbounded tasks with faster response time 

whilst minimizing energy consumption in the sensor node platform. The time-bounded tasks 

are periodic tasks with real-time deadline, and the time-unbounded tasks are aperiodic tasks 

that they have either soft deadline or no deadlines [8]. 

Li et al. [18] try to overcome the limit of the number of tasks and improve the efficiency of 

task scheduler of C/OS-II. So they modify the scheduling algorithm by adding the 

comparison mechanism for the same priority level and showed that scheduling cost is reduced. 

Task scheduler for wearable sensor devices should be lightweight and optimize the 

scheduling cost. That is, the overhead of task scheduler, the time consumed by the execution of 

the scheduler code, should be reduced. Without proper consideration of the priority in 

scheduling policy, some tasks with high priority may be delayed unfairly and even miss 

critical deadlines that cause severe economic loss [19], [20]. 
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2.2 The deterministic task scheduler of C/OS 

The C/OS always executes the highest-priority task that is ready to run. Each task is assigned 

a unique priority level, between 0 and 63. Each task that is ready to run is placed on a ready 

table, consisting of two variables, OSRdyGrp and OSRdyTbl[8]. The task priority is grouped 

(8 tasks per group) in OSRdyGrp. Each bit in OSRdyGrp is used to indicate whenever any task 

in a group is ready to run. When a task is ready to run, it also sets its corresponding bit in the 

ready table, OSRdyTbl[8]. To determine which priority (and thus which task) will run next, the 

scheduler determines the lowest priority number that has its bit set in OSRdyTbl[8].  

 

When a blocked task unblocks, the task is placed in the ready table, by the following code: 
 

OSRdyGrp  |=  OSMapTbl[p>>3]; 
(1) 

OSRdyTbl[p>>3]   |=  OSMapTbl[p&0x07]; 

 

where, p is the task’s priority. This means that the unblock operation can be done with a fixed 

number of machine instructions. Therefore, tu is O(1). As you can see in Fig. 1, the lower 3 

bits of the task’s priority are used to determine the bit position in OSRdyTbl[8], whereas the 

next three most significant bits are used to determine the index of OSRdyTbl[8]. Note that 

OSMapTbl[8] (see Fig. 2) is a table used to equate an index from 0 to 7, to a bit mask.  
 

When a running task block, it is removed from the ready table, by reversing the process; 
 

if ((OSRdyTbl[p>>3] &= ~OSMapTbl[p&0x07]) == 0) 
(2) 

OSRdyGrp  &=  ~OSMapTbl[p>>3]; 

 

This code clears the ready bit of the task in OSRdyTbl[8], and clears the bit in OSRdyGrp, 

only if all the tasks in a group are not ready to run, i.e. all bits in OSRdyTbl[p>>3] are 0. 

Therefore, the blocking overhead tb is also O(1). 

To find the highest-priority task, it can just look up the OSUnMapTbl[256] (see Fig. 2), 

rather than scanning through the table OSRdyTbl[8]. Eight bits are used to represent when 

tasks are ready in a group. The least significant bit is the highest-priority. Using this byte to 

index the table returns the bit position of the highest-priority bit set, a number between 0 and 7. 

 

The highest-priority task is determined by the following code: 
 

y  =  OSUnMapTbl[OSRdyGrp]; 

(3) x  =  OSUnMapTbl[OSRdyTbl[y]]; 

p  =  (y << 3) + x; 

 

where, p is the highest-priority in the ready queue, and getting the pointer to the TCB of the 

corresponding task (i.e. highestP) is trivial, since each priority is mapped to a unique task. 

Therefore, the highest-priority task can be selected, by executing a fixed number of machine 

instructions, i.e. ts is O(1). Since, tu = tb = ts = O(1), it can conclude that the task 

scheduling time of C/OS is constant (i.e. the scheduler is deterministic). For the detail of the 

source code of the task scheduler, refer to Refs [11], [12]. 
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Fig. 1. Ready table of C/OS 

 

 

/* 64 level Mapping Table to Map Bit Position to Bit Mask */ 

char  const  OSMapTbl[8] = {0x01, 0x02, 0x04, 0x08, 0x10, 0x20, 0x40, 0x80}; 

 

/* Priority Resolution Table */ 

char const OSUnMapTbl[256] = { 

0,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0,  3,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0, 

4,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0,  3,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0, 

5,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0,  3,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0, 

4,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0,  3,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0, 

6,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0,  3,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0, 

4,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0,  3,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0, 

5,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0,  3,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0, 

4,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0,  3,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0, 

7,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0,  3,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0, 

4,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0,  3,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0, 

5,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0,  3,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0, 

4,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0,  3,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0, 

6,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0,  3,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0, 

4,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0,  3,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0, 

5,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0,  3,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0, 

4,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0,  3,  0,  1,  0,  2,  0,  1,  0 

}; 

 

/* 256 level Mapping Table to Map Bit Position to Bit Mask */ 

short  const  OSMapTbl[16] = {       

0x0001, 0x0002, 0x0004, 0x0008, 0x0010, 0x0020, 0x0040, 0x0080, 

0x0100, 0x0200, 0x0400, 0x0800, 0x1000, 0x2000, 0x4000, 0x8000  

}; 

Fig. 2. Listing of map and unmap tables 
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However, the maximum number of tasks is restricted to 64. If it eliminates the restriction of 

C/OS, the memory requirement increases rapidly. 

As noted early, OSMapTbl[8] is used to equate an index from 0 to 7 as a bit mask. To find 

the highest-priority task, it can just look up the OSUnMapTbl[256] (see Fig. 2). To be 

extended to 256 levels of priorities (see Fig. 4), task priorities are grouped (16 tasks per group) 

in OSRdyGrp, which is a 16 bit variable. OSRdyTbl[16] is 16-bit-width. For a bit mask, it uses 

OSMapTbl[16], to equate an index from 0 to 15. Since OSMapTbl[16] is 16-bit-width 

(2bytes), the amount of memory required increases from 8Bytes to 32Bytes. And the amount 

of memory required OSUnMapTbl[] is 2
16

(65536) bytes by Equation (3), because OSRdyGrp 

is a 16 bit variable.  

Therefore, as shown in Table 1 and Fig. 3, the space complexity could be exponential. 
 

 
Table 1. Memory requirements 

Priorities Unmap Table Map Table 

64 256(2
8
) 8 

256 65536(2
16

) 32 

1024 2
32

 128 

4096 2
128

 512 

 

 
Fig. 3. The space complexity 

 

2.3 The 2-dimensional task scheduling algorithm 

The 2-dimensional task scheduling algorithm (2-D) [21] determines the highest-priority task, 

using the same data structure OSUnMapTbl[256]. There is no limit to the maximum number 

of task priorities. 
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7 6 - - - - - - - - 1 0

15 14 9 8

239 238 235 234

255 254 - - - - - - - - 241 240

X

Y

OSRdyTbl[16]
Highest 

Priority

Lowest 

Priority

(idle)

Task 

Priority #

[ 0 ]

[ 1 ]

- -

- -

- -

- -

[ 15 ]

15 14 - - - - - - 1 0

y y y y x x x x

Bit position in OSRdyTbl[16]

OSRdyGrp

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- - - - - - - - - - -

[ 14 ]

Bit position in OSRdyGrp and 

Index into OSRdyTbl[16]

Task Priority

 
Fig. 4. Ready table of 2-dimensional methodology 

 

To be extended to 256 levels of priorities, task priorities are grouped (16 tasks per group) in 

OSRdyGrp, which is a 16 bit variable. OSRdyTbl[16] is 16-bit-width. For a bit mask, it uses 

OSMapTbl[16], to equate an index from 0 to 15. Since OSMapTbl[16] is 16-bit-width 

(2bytes), the amount of memory required increases from 8Bytes to 32Bytes. The OSRdyGrp 

and OSRdyTbl[16] are shown in Fig. 4. 
 

When a blocked task unblocks, the task is placed in the ready table, by the following code: 
 

OSRdyGrp  |=  OSMapTbl[p >> 4]; 
(4) 

OSRdyTbl[p >> 4]   |=  OSMapTbl[p & 0x0F]; 

 

A task is removed from the ready table, by reversing the process, as follows: 
 

if ((OSRdyTbl[p>>4]  &= ~OSMapTbl[p & 0x0F]) == 0) 
(5) 

OSRdyGrp  &=  ~OSMapTbl[p >> 4]; 

 

Determining the highest-priority in the ready table is accomplished with the following 

section of code: 
 

if ((OSRdyGrp & 0x00FF)  ==  0) 

(6) 

y  =  OSUnMapTbl[(OSRdyGrp & 0xFF00) >> 8] + 8; 

Else 

y  =  OSUnMapTbl[OSRdyGrp & 0xFF00]; 

if ((OSRdyTbl[y] & 0x00FF)  ==  0) 

x  =  OSUnMapTbl[(OSRdyTbl[y] & 0xFF00) >> 8] + 8; 

Else 

x  =  OSUnMapTbl[OSRdyTbl[y] & 0xFF00]; 

p  =  (y << 4) + x; 

 

Therefore, the highest-priority task can be selected, by executing a fixed number of machine 

instructions, i.e. ts is O(1). Since, tu = tb = t = O(1), it can be concluded that the task 

scheduler of C/OS is extended to 256 levels of priorities. 
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3. The multi-dimensional task scheduling algorithms 

In C/OS, to be extended from 64 levels of priorities to 256 levels of priorities, the amount of 

memory due to OSUnMapTbl[] rapidly increases from 2
8
(256) bytes to 2

16
(65536) bytes. 

However, the 2-dimensional task scheduling algorithm is not limited to a maximum number of 

task priorities, and memory requirement can be dramatically reduced. Nevertheless, the 

proposed algorithm has still a memory overhead and a performance overhead. Memory 

requirement due to OSMapTbl[] increases, and it occurs performance degradation.  

To be extended to 1024 levels of priorities, it uses OSMapTbl[32] to equate an index from 0 

to 31. Since OSMapTbl[32] is 32-bit-wide (4Bytes), the amount of memory due to 

OSMapTbl[] increases from 32Bytes to 128(32*4)Bytes. 

3.1 The multi-dimensional task scheduling algorithm 

This section describes how the multi-dimensional task scheduling algorithm (MD) is extended 

to 512 and 4096 levels of priorities. 
 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0OSRdyGrp

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

[0]

[1]

[2]

[3]

OSRdyMidGrp[8]

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8

23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16

31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24

39 38 37 36 35 34 33 32

47 46 45 44 43 42 41 40

55 54 53 52 51 50 49 48

63 62 61 60 59 58 57 56

OSRdyTbl[8][8]

[0] [1] [2] [3]

OSMapTbl [ ]

OSUnMapTbl [ ]

Z Z Y Y Y X X X

OSRdyGrp

000

001

010

011

OSRdyMidGrp[8]

Task’s priority

Z

100

101

110

111

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

71 70 69 68 67 66 65 64

79 78 77 76 75 74 73 72

87 86 85 84 83 82 81 80

95 94 93 92 91 90 89 88

103 102 101 100 99 98 97 96

111 110 109 108 107 106 105 104

119 118 117 116 115 114 113 112

127 126 125 124 123 122 121 120

135 134 133 132 131 130 129 128

143 142 141 140 139 138 137 136

151 150 149 148 147 146 145 144

159 158 157 156 155 154 153 152

167 166 165 164 163 162 161 160

175 174 173 172 171 170 169 168

183 182 181 180 179 178 177 176

191 190 189 188 187 186 185 184

199 198 197 196 195 194 193 192

207 206 205 204 203 202 201 200

215 214 213 212 211 210 209 208

223 222 221 220 219 218 217 216

231 230 229 228 227 226 225 224

239 238 237 236 235 234 233 232

247 246 245 244 243 242 241 240

255 254 253 252 251 250 249 248

263 262 261 260 259 258 257 256

271 270 269 268 267 266 265 264

279 278 277 276 275 274 273 272

287 286 285 284 283 282 281 280

295 294 293 292 291 290 289 288

303 302 301 300 299 298 297 296

311 310 309 308 307 306 305 304

319 318 317 316 315 314 313 312

[4]

327 326 325 324 323 322 321 320

335 334 333 332 331 330 329 328

343 342 341 340 339 338 337 336

351 350 349 348 347 346 345 344

359 358 357 356 355 354 353 352

367 366 365 364 363 362 361 360

375 374 373 372 371 370 369 368

383 382 381 380 379 378 377 376

391 390 389 388 387 386 385 384

399 398 397 396 395 394 393 392

407 406 405 404 403 402 401 400

415 414 413 412 411 410 409 408

423 422 421 420 419 418 417 416

431 430 429 428 427 426 425 424

439 438 437 436 435 434 433 432

447 446 445 444 443 442 441 440

455 454 453 452 451 450 449 448

463 462 461 460 459 458 457 456

471 470 469 468 467 466 465 464

479 478 477 476 475 474 473 472

487 486 485 484 483 482 481 480

495 494 493 492 491 490 489 488

503 502 501 500 499 498 497 496

511 510 509 508 507 506 505 504

[5] [6] [7]

[0]

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

 
Fig. 5. Deployment of ready table of 3-dimensional methodology 
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To be extended to 512 levels of priorities, each task that is ready to run is placed on a ready 

table, consisting of three variables in Fig. 5, OSRdyGrp, OSRdyMidGrp[8] and 

OSRdyTbl[8][8]. The task priority is grouped (8 tasks per middle group) in OSRdyMidGrp, 

and the OSMidRdyGrp is grouped (8 OSRdyMidGrp per group) in OSRdyGrp. Each bit in 

OSRdyGrp is used to indicate whenever any task in OSRdyMidGrp is ready to run. When a 

task is ready to run, it also sets its corresponding bit in the ready table, OSRdyTbl[8][8]. 

 
When a blocked task unblocks, the task is placed in the ready table by the following code: 

 

OSRdyGrp  |=  OSMapTbl[p >> 6]; 

(7) OSRdyMidGrp[p>>6]  |= OSMapTbl[(p&0x38)>>3]; 

OSRdyTbl[p >> 6][ (p&0x38) >> 3]  |=  OSMapTbl[p&0x07]; 

 
When a task is removed from the ready table, it is removed from the ready table, by 

reversing the process. 

 
if((OSRdyTbl[p >> 6][ (p&0x38) >> 3] &=  ~OSMapTbl[p&0x07]) == 0)  

(8) 

{ 

if((OSRdyMidGrp[p >> 6] &=  ~OSMapTbl[(p&0x38) >> 3]) == 0) 

{ 

OSRdyGrp &=  ~OSMapTbl[p >> 6]; 

} 

} 

 
The highest-priority task is determined by the following code: 

 

z  =  OSUnMapTbl[OSRdyGrp]; 

(9) 
y  =  OSUnMapTable[OSRdyMidGrp[z]]; 

x  =  OSUnMapTable[OSRdyTbl[z][y]]; 

p  =  (z << 6) + (y << 3) + x; 

 
Also, it is easily extended to 4096(2

12
) levels of priorities. Each task that is ready to run is 

placed in a ready table consisting of four variables, OSRdyGrp, OSRdyMidGrp1[8], 

OSRdyMidGrp2[8][8] and OSRdyTbl[8][8][8]. 

 
When a blocked task unblocks, the task is placed in the ready table, by the following code. 

 

OSRdyGrp  |=  OSMapTbl[p>>9]; 

(10) 
OSRdyMidGrp1[p>>9]  |=  OSMapTbl[(p&0x1C0)>>6]; 

OSRdyMidGrp2[p>>9] [(p&0x1C0)>>6]  |=  OSMapTbl[(p&0x38)>>3]; 

OSRdyTbl[p>>9] [(p&0x1C0)>>6] [(p&0x38)>>3]  |=  OSMapTbl[p&0x07]; 

 
When a task is removed from the ready table, it is removed from the ready table, by 

reversing the process. 
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if((OSRdyTbl[p >> 9] [(p&0x1C0)>>6] [ (p&0x38) >> 3] 

(11) 

&=  ~OSMapTbl[p&0x07]) == 0) 

{ 

if((OSRdyMidGrp2[p >> 9][(p&0x1C0) >> 6] 

&=  ~OSMapTbl[(p&0x38)>>3]) == 0) 

{ 

if( (OSRdyMidGrp1[p >> 9] &=  ~OSMapTable[(p&0x1C0) >> 6]) ==0) 

{ 

OSRdyGrp &= ~OSMapTbl[p >> 9]; 

} 

} 
} 

 

The highest-priority task is determined by the following code: 
 

z  =  OSUnMapTbl[OSRdyGrp]; 

(12) 
y  =  OSUnMapTbl[OSRdyMidGrp1[z]]; 

x  =  OSUnMapTable[OSRdyMidGrp2[z][y]]; 

w  =  OSUnMapTable[OSRdyTbl[z][y][x]]; 

p  =  (z << 9) + (y << 6) + (x << 3) + w; 

 

Therefore, the highest-priority task can be selected by executing a fixed number of machine 

instructions, i.e. ts is O(1). Since, tu = tb = ts = O(1), the task scheduling time of the 

multi-dimensional task scheduling algorithm is constant, irrespective of the number of tasks 

created in an application of wearable sensor devices (i.e. the scheduler is deterministic). 
 

3.2 The 4bit multi-dimensional task scheduling algorithm for ARC wearable 
sensor device 

The 4-bit multi-dimensional task scheduling algorithm (4bit-MD) is implemented for an ARC 

wearable sensor device. It uses OSUnMapTbl[16] and OSMapTbl[4] (see Fig. 6), and the 

levels of priorities can be easily extended. 
 

/* Mapping Table to Map Bit Position to Bit Mask */ 

char  const  OSMapTbl[4] = { 0x01, 0x02, 0x04, 0x08 }; 

 

/* Priority Resolution Table */ 

char const OSUnMapTbl[16] = { 0, 0, 1, 0, 2, 0, 1, 0, 3, 0, 1, 0, 2, 0, 1, 0 }; 

Fig. 6. Map and unmap tables in ARC 

 

To be extended to 256 levels of priorities, each task that is ready to run is placed on a ready 

table, consisting of the four variables in Fig. 7, OSRdyGrp, OSRdyMidGrp1[4], 

OSRdyMidGrp2[4][4] and OSRdyTbl[4][4][4]. 
 

When a blocked task unblocks, the task is placed in the ready table, by the following code: 
 

OSRdyGrp  |=  OSMapTbl[p >> 6]; 

(13) 
OSRdyMidGrp1[p>>6]  |= OSMapTbl[(p&0x30)>>4]; 

OSRdyMidGrp2[p>>6] [(p&0x30)>>4]  |= OSMapTbl[(p&0x0C)>>2]; 

OSRdyTbl[p>>6] [(p&0x30)>>4] [(p&0x0C)>>2]  |= OSMapTbl[p&0x03]; 
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When a task is removed from the ready table, it is removed from the ready table, by 

reversing the process. 

 
if((OSRdyTbl[p>>6] [(p&0x30)>>4] [ (p&0xC)>>2] 

(14) 

&=  ~OSMapTbl[p&0x03]) == 0) 

{ 

if((OSRdyMidGrp2[p>>6][ (p&0x30)>>4] 

&=  ~OSMapTbl[(p&0x0C)>>2]) == 0) 

{ 

if( (OSRdyMidGrp1[p>>6] &=  ~OSMapTbl[(p&0x30)>>4]) ==0) 

{ 

OSRdyGrp &= ~OSMapTbl[p >> 6]; 

} 

} 

} 

 

The highest-priority task is determined by the following code: 
 

z  =  OSUnMapTbl[OSRdyGrp]; 

(15) 
y  =  OSUnMapTbl[OSRdyMidGrp1[z]]; 

x  =  OSUnMapTable[OSRdyMidGrp2[z][y]]; 

w  =  OSUnMapTable[OSRdyTbl[z][y][x]]; 

p  =  (z << 6) + (y << 4) + (x << 2) + w; 
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Fig. 7. Deployment of ready table of 4-dimensional methodology for ARC 
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The complexity of the time and space of the proposed algorithms is O(1).  In this way, the 

proposed algorithms can extend the task scheduling algorithm to any number of priority levels, 

by appropriately modifying the code for placing a task in the ready table, and the code for 

selecting the highest-priority task in the ready table. 

Consequently, the proposed algorithms could easily be implemented on wearable sensor 

devices, with relatively limited hardware resources. 

4. Evaluation and measurement 

To evaluate the performance, the proposed algorithms had been implemented in a low-power 

real-time operating system [22], for an ARC wearable sensor device. The ARC is a wearable 

wristwatch-type remote controller; it also can serve as a universal remote control for various 

consumer electronic devices. The ARC can be worn on the wrist, and is based on a 3-axis 

accelerometer sensor, in order to recognize forearm gestures. However, the ARC platform is 

composed of small-sized memory (1MByte SDRAM), limited battery lifetime, and embedded 

microprocessors with low-processing power. 
 

Table 2. Complexity of the space to extend the levels of priorities 

Priorities C/OS 2-D MD 4bit-MD 

64 256(2
8
)+8 256(2

8
)+8 256(2

8
)+8 16(2

4
)+4 

256 65536(2
16

)+32 256(2
8
)+32 256(2

8
)+8 16(2

4
)+4 

1024 2
32

+128 256(2
8
)+128 256(2

8
)+8 16(2

4
)+4 

4096 2
128

+512 256(2
8
)+512 256(2

8
)+8 16(2

4
)+4 

 

Table 2 shows the memory requirements of the deterministic task scheduler of C/OS, and 

the proposed multi-dimensional task scheduling algorithms. The sum of OSMapTbl[] and 

OSUnMapTbl[] is the space complexity. The complexity of the space of C/OS could be 

exponential. Therefore, the deterministic task scheduling algorithm of C/OS can’t be 

implemented on wearable sensor devices with small-sized memory resources, but the 

proposed algorithms can be implemented. In the 2-dimensional task scheduling algorithm, the 

memory requirement of OSUnMapTbl[] does not increase, but the memory requirement of 

OSMapTbl[] does increase. However, regardless of the number of tasks, the complexity of 

space of the proposed multi-dimensional task scheduling algorithm and 4-bit 

multi-dimensional task scheduling algorithm is O(1). 

When a running task block, the task scheduler must update some data structures, to identify 

the task as being blocked, and then pick a new task for execution. The overheads associated 

with these two steps are the blocking overhead, and the selection overhead. Similarly, when a 

blocked task unblocks, the task scheduler must again update some internal data structures, 

incurring the unblocking overhead. 

The performance overhead to extend the levels of priorities is shown in Fig. 8. The 

performance overhead of blocking (see Fig. 8 (a)) and unblocking (see Fig. 8 (b)) operations 

are slightly increased, according to the extended levels of priorities. As you can see Fig. 8(c), 

when it is extended to 256 levels of priorities, the selection overhead (ts) of the 2-D is 

3.730s and ts of the 8-bit MD is 3.814s, ts of the 4-bit MD is 3.832s.  Also, when it is 
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extended to 4096 levels of priorities, ts of the 2-D is 4.779s and ts of the 8-bit MD is 

3.961s, ts of the 4-bit MD is 4.098s. While selection overhead of the 2-dimensional task 

scheduling algorithm is rapidly increasing, the multi-dimensional algorithm and 4-bit 

multi-dimensional task scheduling algorithm are slightly increased. Consequently, the 

multi-dimensional task scheduling algorithms are better than the 2-dimensional task 

scheduling algorithm. 

The task scheduler’s overhead (see Fig. 8 (d)) is the sum of the context switch time, the time 

to insert a task in the ready queue, and the time to select the highest-priority task. If there is no 

limit to the amount of memory, the deterministic task scheduler of C/OS will work best. 

However, the deterministic task scheduler of C/OS can’t be implemented on wearable sensor 

devices with small-sized memory resources. 

In summary, it can be concluded that the multi-dimensional task scheduling algorithms do 

not require additional memory resources to extend levels of priorities, and are deterministic, 

irrespective of the number of tasks created in an application of wearable sensor devices.  

The complexity of the time and space of the proposed algorithms is O(1). Also, the 

proposed algorithms guarantee real-time deadlines for the applications of wearable sensor 

devices. Further, the 4-bit multi-dimensional task scheduling algorithm for the ARC wearable 

sensor device is developed. Although the 4-bit multi-dimensional task scheduling algorithm 

has slightly more performance overhead than the multi-dimensional deterministic task 

scheduling algorithm, it can easily be implemented on wearable sensor devices with 

small-sized memory resources. 
 

 
Fig. 8. Performance overhead to be extended levels of priorities 
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5. Conclusion 

While wearable sensor devices have hardware constraints such as small-sized memory (RAM 

and ROM), limited battery life time and low processing power, the applications of wearable 

sensor-based systems become more complex and sophisticated. Therefore, kernel services that 

make up the applications of wearable sensor-based systems should be deterministic by 

specifying how long each service call will take to execute.  

In this paper, deterministic task scheduling algorithms for a wearable sensor device with 

relatively limited hardware resources were successfully proposed, and developed to guarantee 

real-time deadlines for the applications of wearable sensor device. The method to extend the 

levels of priorities is explained in detail, and the performance overhead of the proposed 

algorithms is measured and discussed. The 4-bit multi-dimensional deterministic task 

scheduling algorithm is especially suitable for wearable sensor devices, such as the ARC 

considered here. In future work, the proposed algorithms need to be improved, for another task 

set typically found on wearable sensor devices will be done. 
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